Medium Term Planning for Ant Class Spring Term 2
Week
1
2
Dates - WB
25th February 2019
4th March 2019
Integrated
learning foci
English
Newspaper Reports
Know what a recount is
Write a recount using
and begin to recognise
past tense
some features of recount
writing

Spelling

Endings which sound like
ʃɘn spelt – tion

Maths





Year: 3
3
11th March 2019

4
18th March 2019

5
25th March 2019

Romans Rule
Write a newspaper
recount on the last day
of Pompeii using
features of recount
writing and direct
speech
Prefix- re

Endings which sound
like
ʃɘn spelt –sion
Number: Fractions

Discuss features of
Roman myths.

Statutory list – Random

Recognise and use fractions as numbers: unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small
denominators.
Recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete set of objects: unit fractions and non-unit fractions
with small denominators.
Count up and down in tenths
Recognise that tenths arise from dividing an object into 10 equal parts and in dividing one-digit
numbers or quantities by 10

Roman Myths
Rewrite a myth from a
different point of view
using punctuated speech.

Evaluate own writing and
make plans to improve.

Words with endings
sounding like /Ʒә/or /tʃә/

Statutory word check
Consolidating

Geometry: Property of Shapes







Science
Identifying Uses
To identify and compare
the suitability of a variety
of everyday materials,
including wood, metal,
plastic, glass, brick, rock,
paper and cardboard for
particular uses, by
identifying the uses of
different materials..

Out and About
To identify and classify
the uses of everyday
materials, in
the context of the local
area.
To gather and record
data to help in
answering questions,
by exploring the
purposes of different
objects.

6
1st April 2019

Uses of Everyday Materials
Comparing Suitability
Changing Shape
To identify and
To find out how the
compare the suitability shapes of solid objects
of a variety of everyday made from
materials, including
some materials can be
wood, metal, plastic,
changed by squashing,
glass, brick, rock, paper bending, twisting and
and cardboard for
stretching, by changing
particular uses, by
the shape of objects.
exploring the purposes
of different objects.

Recognise angles as a property of shape or a
description of a turn. Identify right angles,
Recognise that two right angles make a half-turn,
three make three quarters of a turn and four a
complete turn;
identify whether angles are greater than or less
than a right angle.
Identify horizontal and vertical lines and pairs of
perpendicular and parallel lines.
Draw 2-D shapes and make 3-D shapes using
modelling materials.
Recognise 3-D shapes in different orientations and
describe them.

Recycling
To find out how the shapes
of solid objects made from
some materials can be
changed by squashing,
bending, twisting and
stretching, in the context
of recycling.

Discovering New Materials
To find out about people who
have developed new
materials, by learning about
John McAdam.

Medium Term Planning for Ant Class Spring Term 2
Week
1
2
TOPIC
Geography
The Invasions
Roman Roads
History
Continue to develop a
Construct informed
chronologically secure
responses that involve
knowledge and
thoughtful selection
understanding of British
and organisation of
and world history,
historical information
establishing clear
by learning about
narratives within and
Roman roads.
across the periods they
study by learning
about the attempted
invasion by Julius Caesar
and the successful
invasion and conquest by
Claudius.
Computing
To think about different
To open and respond
methods of
to an email.
communication.
Music
Chilled Out Clap Rap
Chant accurately and
Create clapped
rhythmically with marked
rhythmic ostinato and
dynamic contrasts
transfer to untuned
percussion
Art
French

PE

Year: 3
3

4

5

6

The Romans
Boudicca's Rebellion
Regularly address and
sometimes devise
historically valid
questions about
change, cause,
similarity and
difference and
significance by learning
about the resistance of
Queen Boudicca and
understanding
different perspectives.

To write an email to
someone using an
address book.

Hadrian's Wall
Construct informed
responses that involve
thoughtful selection
and organisation of
historical information by
knowing when, how
and why Hadrian's Wall
was built.

Unit 3.5 Email
To learn how to use email
safely.

Confidently adopt
Sing a song from a film
different roles when
musical in an appropriate
performing a layered
style
piece with suitable
actions
Sculpture - Mosaics
Getting to Know You

Hello!
Engage in
conversations, ask and
answer questions in
the
context of greeting
people

What's Your Name?
Engage in conversations,
ask and answer questions
in the context of
introducing yourself.

How Are You?
Listen attentively to
spoken language and
show understanding by
joining in and
responding;
Engage in
conversations, ask and
answer questions;
in the context of talking
about how you are.

Goodbye!
Listen attentively to
spoken language and
show understanding by
joining in and responding;
Engage in conversations,
ask and answer questions
in the context of saying
goodbye.

Dance
Swimming at
Stanground Academy

Dance
Swimming at Stanground
Academy

Dance
Swimming at
Stanground Academy

Dance
Swimming at Stanground
Academy

Gods and Goddesses
Construct informed
responses that involve
thoughtful selection
and organisation of
historical information by
learning about the
religious beliefs and the
gods and goddesses that
the Romans worshipped.

Roman Baths
Construct informed
responses that involve
thoughtful selection
and organisation of historical
information by learning about
Roman baths.

To add an attachment to
an email.

To explore a simulated email
scenario.

The Bare Necessities
Use clear diction to
manage fast-moving lyrics
and word-play

Numbers 0-10
Develop accurate
pronunciation and
intonation so that others
understand when they are
reading aloud or using
familiar words and
phrases;
Appreciate stories, songs,
poems and rhymes in the
language; in the context of
counting.
Dance
Swimming at Stanground
Academy

Create a performance with
sound effects
and movement and adopt
different roles

How Old Are You?
Speak in sentences, using
familiar vocabulary, phrases
and basic language
structures;
Listen attentively to spoken
language and show
understanding by joining in
and responding; in the
context of talking about age.

Dance
Swimming at Stanground
Academy

Medium Term Planning for Ant Class Spring Term 2
Week
1
RE
Covered by JH
Special events

2
Covered by JH
World Book Day

3
Covered by JH

Year: 3
4
Covered by JH

5
Covered by JH

6
Covered by JH

